Discussion
As indicated earlier, one of the sex-linked chromosomal translocations,
T(Y:2L)i, was selected to test the possibility of using such mechanisms in the
control of An.stephensl In order to verify the mating competitive ability of the
translocated males, laboratory cage experiments were designed and conducted.
The mating competitive ability of the translocated males were calculated by using
the formula of Haisch (1970), It was found that in each cage the translocated males
competed higher than the normal males. Though a slight variation between these
cages was apparent these differences were not significant. The average value
(mating competitive ability) of the three cages was calculated and estimated to be
1.93%. These observations confirmed the fact that genetically engineered mosqui-
toes succeed in small cages under constant laboratory conditions. Moreover, the
translocations were isolated from the pureline. The results clearly show that the
sex-linked translation described here offers an exceliemmaterial for conducting
genetic experiments involved in the suppression of An.stephensi. Future objec-
tives include experiments under field conditions. If the mating competitive ability
of the translocated males proves to be higher than that of normal males, field trials
will be conducted.
Mating competitive tests in laboratory conditions involving genetically
altered males have been reported in different species of mosquitoes. Males of
An.culicifacies carrying a complex chromosomal rearrangement were released in
a small field experiment to test their mating competitiveness. In this experiment,
the laboratory males were found to be equally competitive with the endemic males
for marked laboratory-adapted and laboratory-reared wild virgin females. In
another study utilizing the genetic sexing mechanisms, males sterilized with
bisazir were less competitive in the field although equally competitive under
laboratory conditions (Baker etal 1982).
In Culex tarsalis, Terewedow et al (1977) have shown that the competitive
studies in laboratory and field cages demonstrated that the translocated males were
capable of mating competitively with different colony strains. However, in the
pilot release experiments the translocated males were unsuccessful in mating
competition with the natural populations (Asman et al 1979). In Culex
guinguefasciatus the mating competitive ability of the sex-linked double translo-
cation heicrozygoics were higher than the wild males both in the laboratory and
field conditions. Leven (1969) observed in Culex pipiens that males with the Y-
linked translation compete higher than the wild males in the laboratory. Later
this strain was released into the field where the translocated males competed higher
than the native wild males.
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